
Summer 2018 Heiko Todt
MTH 126: Calculus II htodt@stonehill.edu
Online Office hours: by appointment Phone: (508) 565–1765

Course Content:

This course covers topics from calculus of a single variable. Topics include:
techniques of integration; applications of integration; infinite sequences and
series; first order differential equations; parametric curves; polar coordinates.

Technical requirements:

You will need the following:

• a good and stable internet connection

• a webcamera

• a smartphone, scanner or other device that will quickly let you create a
digital image of your work

You will use Panopto for all of the recordings. The first time you use Panopto
you will have to install the Panopto Recorder.

OneDrive for Business will be used for all submissions of your work. I
recommend that you create a folder for this on your computer and/or phone,
as it makes the submissions a lot easier for you. Instructions how to set this
up can be found on elearn.
If you need help with technology, please contact the IT Service Desk:

IT Service Desk
(508) 565–4357 (HELP)

service-desk@stonehill.edu
Hours: M-Th 8.30–4.30, F 8.30–12.30
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Course Structure:

The course is divided into sections, and each section covers one topic.
There are several resources available to you to master the material in each
section.

• Lecture Videos:
These videos are essentially the lectures I have given in regular calcu-
lus classes. The lectures were broken down into shorter segments, but
contain the same content. I encourage you to treat these videos as if
you were in class, namely that you take notes whenever necessary. The
content of these video varies, but most of them either contain the deriva-
tion of an idea or formula, or examples where these ideas or formulas
are applied.

• Lecture Notes:
There are detailed notes available for each section to go along with the
videos. These notes contain the same ideas as the videos, but the exam-
ples are usually different. I encourage you to look at both the notes and
the videos, so that you see as many examples as possible.

• Additional Materials:
Some sections also have links to outside resources that illustrate an idea
or give you more resources to understand the material. Many of these
links are to Wolfram Alpha, which has many resources available to help
you with understanding calculus. You may want to consider purchasing a
Pro subscription to it for the duration of the course (there is a reasonably
priced student version), since it will give you access to additional useful
resources.

• Assignment:
Once you think you understand the material of the section, you should
start working on the assignment. This is the most important part to
master the material. You only fully master mathematics by actually
doing it yourself!

A detailed overview of all sections and their due dates can be found at the
end of this syllabus.
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This course will teach you not only how to do calculus, but also why cal-
culus works. Because of this, all calculations are kept relatively simple, and
can be done without a calculator. Therefore, you should not use a calculator
in this course, so that you can focus on the why. There are a few sections
where a calculator is needed, but this will be indicated in the assignment.
No calculators are allowed on quizzes and exams. Questions from sections
where a calculator is used are given in such a way that a calculator is not
needed.

Grades:

The grade will consist of several components:

• Assignments:
Assignments for each section are posted on eLearn. You should do them
on paper, and once you are done, take a picture of it or scan it in, then
upload the file to a shared OneDrive folder (Instructions for this are on
elearn.).

Each assignment is worth 3 or 4 points, depending on the length of
the assignment. You will get full credit for the assignment as long as
you show a reasonable attempt on every problem. The answer does not
have to be correct, but I want to see that you tried to solve the problem.
The assignment has the correct solutions on the back, so I encourage
you to check after each question to make sure that you are on the right
track with the assignment. Just writing down the correct answer for
each problem will not earn credit for the assignment. You should show
all of your work to explain how you get to the answer. If the assignment
is incomplete or does not show enough reasonable attempts, then the
grade on the assignment is lowered accordingly.

Each assignment should be submitted by the due date. You are al-
lowed to turn in up to five assignments late, but you have to inform me
of this by email before the due date. If you inform that you will turn in
an assignment late you will get an extra two days to turn in the assign-
ment. No credit will be given if you do not turn in the assignment by
the due without informing about it or if it is more than two days late.
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I will provide you with feedback on your submission within 24 hours.
If you submit the assignment before 8pm on a weekday, you will have
the feedback by the next morning. I will not go through every single
question, but rather look through your work to provide you with infor-
mation on what topics you should review. As part of the feedback I will
provide with you complete solutions to all questions on the assignment.

All assignments combined will count for 120 points.

• Quizzes: There will be a quiz after every 3-4 sections. You can find the
due dates of these quizzes and what sections they cover at the end of
this syllabus. Instructions on how to take the quizzes can be found on
elearn. There is a practice quiz on the first day of class that does not
count towards the grade.

Ideally, you take each quiz by the due date listed. However, you are
allowed to take any quiz one day late, if you want the extra day to
study. Keep in mind that this will delay your feedback on the quiz
as well. The feedback from a past quiz might help you with the new
material, so quizzes should be not be delayed more than a day. If there
are extenuating circumstances that you need to take a quiz more than
a day late, please get in touch with me and we will discuss options. If
you do not make arrangements with me, you may not take a quiz more
than a day late and the quiz will count as a zero.

There will be 10 quizzes, each worth 10 points. Only the best 8 quizzes
will count, so all quizzes combined will count for 80 points.

• Exams: There will be three exams worth 100 points each. The guide-
lines for exams are exactly the same as the guidelines for quizzes. The
exams will cover more material and are longer than the quizzes.

• Final: There is a final worth 100 points. The final will be cumulative.
If your score on the final is better than your lowest of the three exam
scores, it will replace that exam score and the final is counted twice.
If the final is lower than all of the three exam scores, the final is only
counted once.
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• Extra Credit: You can earn extra credit by finding typos/mistakes in
the lecture notes and in the homework assignments/solutions. Each mis-
take that you find will be worth 0.5 point extra credit, up to a maximum
of 10 points.

Grading:

Assignments 120
Quizzes 80
Exams 300

Final 100

600

Letter grades will be based on percentage:

93–100% A

90–93% A−
87–90% B+

83–87% B

80–83% B−
77–80% C+

73–77% C

70–73% C−
67–70% D+

60–67% D

0–60% F

Online Office Hours:

I will be available for online office hours through Collaborate on eLearn.
Please send me an email with all times that you are available during the next
two days, and I will get back to you within 24 hours (usually much faster)
with a time that works for both of us.

Communication:

I expect you to check your Stonehill email at least once a day in case there
are any immediate course announcements. I will respond to your emails
within 24 hours, but usually much faster than that.
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Accommodations:

Stonehill College is committed to providing a welcoming, supportive and
inclusive environment for students with disabilities. The Office of Accessibil-
ity Resources (OAR) provides a point of coordination, resources and support
for students with disabilities and the campus community. If you anticipate
or experience physical or academic barriers based on disability, please let me
know so that we can discuss options. You are also welcome to contact OAR
to begin this conversation or to establish reasonable accommodations for this
or other courses. OAR is located within the Academic Services & Advising
Suite in Duffy 104. For additional information please call (508) 565–1306 or
email accessibility-resources@stonehill.edu.

Academic Integrity:

In the context of a community of scholarship and faith, and anchored in
a belief in the inherent dignity of each person, the students, faculty, staff
and administration of Stonehill College maintain an uncompromising com-
mitment to academic integrity. We promote a climate of intellectual and
ethical integrity and vigorously uphold the fundamental values of honesty,
trust, fairness, and responsibility while fostering an atmosphere of mutual
respect within and beyond the classroom. Any violation of these basic values
threatens the integrity of the educational process, the development of ideas,
and the unrestricted exchange of knowledge. Therefore, we will not partici-
pate in or tolerate academic dishonesty.
Violations of the academic integrity policy include but are not limited to the
following actions:

• Presenting another’s work as if it were one’s own

• Giving or receiving, or attempting to give or receive, unauthorized as-
sistance or information on quizzes or exams

• Unauthorized use of electronic devices on quizzes or exams, e.g. phones,
laptops, calculators, etc.

• Furnishing false information, including lying or fabricating excuses, for
incomplete work
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Course Schedule:

Week 1:

5/29: Review Section 6.1: Substitution
Take substitution review quiz

5/30: Due: 6.2: Integration by parts

5/31: Due: 6.3: Trig Integrals

6/1: Due: 6.4: Trig Substitution

Week 2:

6/4 Quiz 1 (6.1-4)
Due 6.5: Partial Fractions

6/5 Due 6.6: Rationalizing Substitution
Review 6.7: Integration Techniques

6/6 Due 6.8: Improper Integrals

6/7 Quiz 2 (6.5-8)
Due 7.1: Areas between curves

6/7 Due 7.2: Volumes using disks or washers

Week 3:

6/11 Due 7.3: Volumes using cylindrical shells
Due: 7.4: Average value of a function
Due 7.5: Length of a curve

6/12 Quiz 3 (7.1-5)

6/13 Review

6/14 Exam 1 (Chapters 6+7)

6/15 Due: 8.1: Sequences
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Week 4:

6/18 Due: 8.2: Introduction to Series
Due: 8.3: Geometric Series

6/19 Quiz 4 (8.1-3)
Due: 8.4: Integral Test

6/20 Due: 8.5: Comparison Tests
Due: 8.6: Absolute Convergence and Alternating Series Test

6/21 Due: 8.7: Ratio and Root Test
Review 8.8

6/22 Quiz 5 (8.4-8)
Due: 8.9: Power Series

Week 5:

6/25 Due 8.10: Representing functions as power series

6/26 Due 8.11: Taylor and Maclaurin Series

6/27 Quiz 6 (8.9-11)

6/28 Review

6/29 Exam 2 (Chapter 8)

Week 6:

7/2 Due: 9.1: Introduction to Differential Equations
Due: 9.2: Direction Fields
Due: 9.3: Euler’s Method

7/3 Due: 9.4: Separable Equations

7/5 Quiz 7 (9.1-4)
Due: 9.5: Growth Models

7/6 Due: 9.6: First order linear differential equations
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Week 7:

7/9 Due: 9.7: Applications of linear differential equations

7/10 Quiz 8 (9.5-7)
Due: 10.1: Parametric Curves

7/11 Due: 10.2: Calculus with parametric curves

7/12 Quiz 9 (10.1+2)
Due: 10.3: Polar Coordinates

7/13 Due: 10.4: Calculus with Polar Coordinates

Week 8:

7/16 Quiz 10 (10.3+4)

7/17 Review

7/18 Exam 3 (Chapters 9+10)

7/19 Review

7/20 Final
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